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YOU CAN DO AT YOUR DESK

Whether your standing or sitting for hours on end during the
workday, there is no doubt that your muscles and joints begin
to stiffen. This can result in pain, or lead to more serious,
chronic injuries. Taking breaks throughout the day to walk, sit,
or stretch is vital to avoiding injury. Don’t worry about going to
the gym, finding a yoga mat, or even leaving your classroom below are 10 simple stretches that you can execute sitting at
your desk.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

CHIN TUCK
To loosen a stiff neck or shoulders, drop your chin to your
chest and stretch. You can also roll your head from side
to side - touching your chin to each collar bone.
SIDE NECK STRETCH
This very simple stretch is accomplished by moving your
neck to the side touching your chin to your shoulder. If
you’ve spent more than an hour sitting in one position,
like looking at a computer screen, this strech is essential
for stretching your neck.
LOWER BACK STRETCH
Sitting in a chair, sit forward and bring one of your knees
towards your chest. Grab your knee with both hands and
pull towards you. This stretch is most effective when you
aim to keep your back straight through the entire move.
SIDE & BACK STRETCH
Interlace your fingers and lift your arms straight above
your head. Slowly bend from side to side. You can do this
stretch sitting or standing.
CHEST STRETCH
With both hands on the back of your head, point your
elbows to the side. Slowly push your elbows behind you
and squeeze your shoulder blades together to feel the
stretch.

6.

FOREARM STRETCH
To do this stretch extend your arm out in front of you. The
fingers of your extended arm should be pointed towards
the floor and your palm towards your body. With your
other hand, grab your fingers and pull gently towards
your body.
7. SPINAL TWIST
This stretch is best completed while seated. Keep both
of your feet planted firmly on the floor. With both hands,
grab the back of your chair and twist in the opposite
direction.
8. HIP STRETCH
While seated, cross one ankle over your knee of your
other leg. Sit up slowly and gently lean forward. The
stretch will occur in the hip and in your glutes.
9. FORWARD BEND
Be careful with this stretch. With both feet planted firmly
on the floor, interlace your fingers behind your back and
push your hands towards the floor. Bend forward at the
waist.
10. CAT STRETCH
With both feet planted firmly on the floor, put both hands
on your knees. While inhaling, arch your back inwards
and look up towards the ceiling. Then, while exhaling,
arch your back outwards and let your chin touch your
chest.
When completing any exercise or stretch, it is very important to
pay close attention to your body. Do not overextend any of your
joints or muscles to avoid injury. Do what feels comfortable
to you.

ABOUT COMMUNITY INSURANCE CORPORATION
Community Insurance Corporation works directly with our school district clients and their staff in partnership to provide meaningful safety training services aimed at
reducing the frequency and severity of employee injuries.
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TEACHING BIKE SAFETY
MAY IS “BIKE SAFETY MONTH”

It is important for your students’ health to remain active throughout the Spring and Summer months. Whether your students are
biking for fun, or biking to and from school, it is important they take the proper safety measures.
The National Center for Safe Routes to School recommends the following to ensure students practice biking safely.
1. DO A BIKE AND HELMET CHECK

turning. Look left, right, left, and behind for traffic,
including pedestrians, other bicycles, and cars.



BIKE FIT: When sitting on the bike with feet on the
pedals, there should be a slight bend in the knee when
the pedal is closest to the gound.

FOR RIDING ON THE STREET



BIKE VISIBILITY: The bike should have reflectors on
the front, back, and both wheels. If riding when it’s dark
or nearly dark, there should also be lights on the front
and back.



Ride in the SAME direction as traffic (with the flow) in a
single file line.



Ride on the right side of the road, but far enough from
parked cars to avoid any car doors that suddenly open.



Obey traffic laws. Follow all traffic signs, signals, and
lane markings.



Be predictable. Ride in a straight line, not in and out of
cars. Use hand signals.



HELMET FIT: Take the Helmet Fit Test (See below)

2. BASIC SKILLS
If your students don’t already ride regularly, they can practice in
a quiet parking lot or empty street to assess basic skills. Parents
should be active teachers in ensuring students are riding their
bikes properly.

3. PLAN THE ROUTE AND TRY IT OUT
For students that ride their bike to school, students should
involve their parents to pick a safe route to school and
practice riding the route together.



Wear brightly colored clothes with reflective gear, a
helmet buckled, shoe laces tied and pant leg on the
chain side tucked so it can’t get caught.



Choose streets with minimal traffic and lower speeds,
and look for routes where you can ride separate from
traffic using a path or bicycle lane.



Make sure tires have enough air, brakes and gears
work, the chain isn’t loose, and wheels and bolts are
tight.





Keep eyes and ears open.



Watch for vehicles going in and out of driveways and
alleys.



Keep both hands on the handlebars except when
signaling. Carry books and other items in a backpack
or bag designed to fit on a bicycle.

Limit the number of street crossings, and avoid
crossing busy or high-speed streets. Talk with your
child about whether it’s ok to ride alone, with friends,
or only when an adult is on the ride. Children under the
age of ten generally do not have the ability to manage
traffic situations on their own, and may be safest riding
on the sidewalk or bike path. Some communities do not
permit children to ride on the sidewalk, so check before
making a decision.



Stop before crossing the street, entering a road, or

HELMET FIT CHECK
Put the helmet flat on head. If it moves when you shake your head, you need to tighten your helmet or get a smaller one. CHECK:
EYES					EARS					MOUTH
The helmet should sit low on your forehead
With the helmet buckled, the straps should
When buckled, you should be
- two finger widths above your eyebrows.
meet just below the ears.			
able to fit no more than two
										fingers between the buckle
										and chin.
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